Abstract. It is shown that regularity and local bicompactness of the space (X, c) is a necessary condition for the existence of a largest /¡-proximity on (.V, c). That these conditions are sufficient was shown earlier by the authors.
In [1] the authors showed that a topological space admits a largest A-proximity (R-proximity in the sense of Harris) if it is regular and locally bicompact. In this note we shall show that these conditions are necessary also.
The first three theorems of this article are from [1] . The notation used here is the same as in [1] . The reader is therefore kindly referred to it.
Let A" be a nonempty set. A family § c ^(A") is a grill iff it is a union of ultrafilters on X. § is called a nonprincipal grill or an n.p. grill if it contains no singleton sets. We shall denote the family of grills on X by T.
A proximity it on X is a relation on ^(A") satisfying the following properties:
(2) tt(A ) is a grill X for all subsets A of X. i.e., U G öj) and therefore % G ty.
